CONSIDERATIONS REGARDING INDIVIDUALIZATION OF HEAD-RELATED TRANSFER FUNCTIONS


ABSTRACT
This paper provides some considerations regarding using individualized head-related transfer functions for rendering binaural spatial audio over headphones. It briefly considers the degree of benefit that individualization may provide. It then examines the degree of variation existing within the ear morphology across listeners within the Sydney-York Morphological and Recording of Ears (SYMARE) database using kernel principal component analysis and the large deformation diffeomorphic metric mapping framework. The degree of variation across listeners in the directivity patterns associated with head-related transfer functions is also analyzed as a function of frequency. The variation in ear morphology is related to the variation in the directivity patterns using simple linear regression.
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1. INTRODUCTION
This paper focuses on individualization of head-related transfer functions for rendering binaural spatial audio using headphones - a research area with a long and varied history, e.g., [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12]. It is well known that ear acoustics depends on the morphology of the periphery of the outer ear. Indeed, the study of the relationship between ear acoustics and the shape of the outer ear periphery has been termed morphoacoustics [13, 4, 14, 15]. Ear acoustics is often described in terms of 3D audio filter functions, referred to as head-related impulse responses (HRIRs). HRIRs vary for each listener because each listener has different and uniquely shaped ears. There is an HRIR filter for each ear and each direction in space and these HRIR filters enable the rendering of binaural 3D audio for a listener.

The primary contribution of this work relates to a new study based on our recent work using the large deformation diffeomorphic metric mapping (LDDMM) approach to model ears and the fast-multipole boundary element method (FM-BEM) to numerically simulate ear acoustics. More specifically, we study the morphoacoustics of a simpler synthetic database of ear shapes which have been created from the SYMARE database by rotating, translating and scaling the ears to match a template ear shape. The synthetic database of ear shapes provides interesting viewpoints relating to the relationship between ear morphology and ear acoustics.

In addition to the primary morphoacoustic study which is the real focus of this paper, we also briefly consider a psychoacoustic experiment contrasting individualized binaural spatial audio versus generic or non-individualized binaural spatial audio both with and without head-tracking enabled. These experiments highlight a few important considerations that are generally well-accepted within the community, but which would be useful to review given the recent, renewed interest in binaural spatial audio related to the rapid uptake of mixed reality and virtual reality technologies [16, 17] as well as wearable devices [18]. With regard to the psychoacoustics of binaural spatial hearing, there have been numerous psychophysical investigations relating to the influence of HRIRs on binaural hearing and localization, e.g., refer to the following books and references therein [19, 20, 21, 22].

2. BINAURAL SPATIAL RENDERING OF MUSIC

2.1. Methods
We recently conducted a binaural music listening test contrasting individualized HRIRs and generic HRIRs. More specifically, there were four listening conditions of relevance to this paper: (1) binaural rendering with individualized HRIR filters and head-tracking; (2) binaural rendering with generic HRIR filters and head-tracking; (3) binaural rendering with individualized HRIR filters and no head-tracking; and (4) normal headphone listening without binaural spatial rendering. We had twenty-three self-reporting normally-hearing listeners participate in the listening test. Listeners were asked to listen to six sound excerpts:

- Mono: drums, Radiohead - Weird Fishes/Arpeggi
- Mono: guitar, Tarrega - Capriccio Arabe
- Stereo: Pop, Radiohead - Jigsaw Falling Into Place
- Stereo: Bossa-Nova, Stan Getz, João Gilberto - Vivo Sonhando
- 5.1 Surround: Rock, Pink Floyd - Money
- 5.1 Surround: Pop Jazz, Norah Jones - Come Away With Me

Sounds were played to the listener using the AKG 1000 open headphones and also a loudspeaker array consisting of 12 loudspeakers: 5 Tannoy System 15 loudspeakers forming a 5.1 arrangement and 7 additional Tannoy V6 loudspeakers forming a circular array spaced every 45 degrees. The loudspeaker playback provided a reference for the headphone listening. Because the headphones are open, the loudspeakers could be heard without distortion. Every listener had HRIRs recorded using a blocked-ear recording method [23] in an anechoic chamber using a semi-circular robotic arm (methods were similar to those presented here [24]). A MUSHRA-like [25] test paradigm was used in which there was no hidden reference, but an anchor was included. The explicit reference was loudspeaker playback and the
Results of the listening test are shown in Fig. 1. As expected, head-tracking contributed significantly to the listeners’ scores because it provides a consistent listening environment in which sound sources are robustly and consistently localized when the head moves. Interestingly, listeners also showed a small, but consistent bias for individualized binaural rendering over generic binaural rendering. The added benefit of individualized binaural rendering is small compared to the benefit of head-tracking. Nevertheless, in listening conditions without a visual reference, there does seem to be a small benefit for individualized binaural rendering. This would suggest that individualized binaural rendering will play some role when visual stimuli are absent - for example, in augmented spatial hearing conditions using hearables. We hope these data provide some background and motivation for the continued research into morphoacoustics.

2.2. Results

Results of the listening test are shown in Fig. 1. As expected, head-tracking contributed significantly to the listeners’ scores because it provides a consistent listening environment in which sound sources are robustly and consistently localized when the head moves. Interestingly, listeners also showed a small, but consistent bias for individualized binaural rendering over generic binaural rendering. The added benefit of individualized binaural rendering is small compared to the benefit of head-tracking. Nevertheless, in listening conditions without a visual reference, there does seem to be a small benefit for individualization in binaural rendering. This would suggest that individualized binaural rendering will play some role when visual stimuli are absent - for example, in augmented spatial hearing conditions using hearables. We hope these data provide some background and motivation for the continued research into morphoacoustics.

3. MORPHOACOUSTICS

We now consider an investigation relating a kernel principal component analysis of ear morphology to a principal component analysis of the directivity of head-related transfer functions (HRTFs) - the spectral representation, i.e., the Fourier transform of HIRIs. We use the SYMARE database [26] but with an interesting twist: we rotated, scaled, and translated all of the ears to match an average, template ear [27]. We then numerically computed the HRIRs for the newly rotated, scaled, and translated ears using FM-BEM. The motivation for such a manipulation is to simplify the morphoacoustic problem. When the ears are mapped via rotation, translation and scaling to the template ear, we expect the acoustics of the ears to be more similar. An additional motivation is that it is well understood that a scaling difference in ear sizes relates to a frequency scaling in the HRTFs as has been well-described by John Middlebrooks [2, 28, 29]. This would indicate that a frequency scaling operation applied to the HRTFs will correct for a scaling of the size of the ear. We have taken a divide-and-conqueror approach to the morphoacoustics problem. We will first consider changes in ear shape that are independent of rotations and scaling. Later on, we will have to account for rotations and scaling, but that is not the focus of this work.

To begin, we briefly review the LDDMM framework. LDDMM [30, 31] is a mathematical framework that can be employed for the registration and morphing of three-dimensional shapes [32, 33]. It is based on theories from functional analysis, variational analysis and reproducible kernel Hilbert spaces. We model a 3D-shape as a mesh with triangular faces, in which the surfaces are embedded. This flow of diffeomorphisms, \( \phi^\gamma(t, \cdot) \), is defined via the partial differential equation:

\[
\frac{\partial \phi^\gamma(t, X)}{\partial t} = v(t) \circ \phi^\gamma(t, X),
\]

where \( v(t) \) is a time-dependent vector field, \( v(t) : \mathbb{R}^3 \to \mathbb{R}^3 \) for \( t \in [0, 1] \), which models the infinitesimal efforts of the flow, and \( \circ \) denotes function composition. This vector field belongs to a Hilbert space of regular vector fields equipped with a kernel, \( k_v \), and a norm \( \| \cdot \|_V \) that models the infinitesimal cost of the flow. In the LDDMM framework, we determine \( v(t) \) by minimizing the cost function, \( J_{S_1, S_2} \):

\[
J_{S_1, S_2} (v(t)) = \gamma \int_0^1 \|v(t)\|^2 dt + E (S_1(\phi^\gamma(1, X)), S_2(Y)),
\]

(2)
where $E$ is a norm-squared cost measuring the degree of matching between $S_1(\phi^v(1, X))$ and $S_2(Y)$. In this work we use the Hilbert space of currents [34, 32] to compute $E$ because it is easier and more natural than using landmarks. The parameter $\gamma$ is a parameter that sets the relative weight of the two terms in the cost function. In this work $\gamma = 5 \times 10^{-5}$. The optimal $v(t)$ can be expressed as a sum of momentum vectors, $\alpha_n(t)$, with one momentum vector defined for each of the $N$ vertices in $X$:

$$v(t) = \frac{dx(t)}{dt} = \sum_{n=1}^{N} k_V(x_n(t), x(t)) \alpha_n(t),$$

where in this work we use the Cauchy kernel.

### 3.1. Kernel Based Principal Component Analysis (KPCA)

We have previously described the details of a kernel principal component analysis (KPCA) using the LDDMM framework [35]. The KPCA is based on the initial momentum vectors describing the diffeomorphic deformation of the template ear to each ear in the dataset. These initial momentum vectors are taken as a numerical representation of the diffeomorphic deformation. In this paper, we focus on the interpretation of the KPCA applied to the ear morphology. To begin, we use eight principal components to represent ear shape. As we have a dataset of 62 ears, the eight principal components likely form a reasonable subspace. The ability of eight numbers to characterize ear shape is shown in Fig. 3 and works surprisingly well. Recall that the ears have been rotated and scaled to match the template ear so we are only considering changes in ear shape.

### 3.2. Results

Let us now consider how the eight principal components from ear morphology to the three principal components related to the HRTF directivity patterns. In Fig. 3, we show the results for three frequencies: 6000 Hz, 8063 Hz, and 9938 Hz. These results seem surprisingly good given the simplicity of the modelling. We have kept the modeling simple to avoid over-fitting and to provide realistic expectations.

### 4. CONCLUSION

This paper shows variations in ear morphology that commonly occur across a population of ears and the associated changes in the ear acoustics. All of the ears in the dataset have been rotated and scaled to match a template ear. Given the simplified morphological conditions, linear regression between the morphological and acoustic principal components seems to model the data reasonably well.
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Fig. 3. The spatial frequency response surface for HRTFs are shown for three different frequencies. The true SFRS is shown; followed by the SFRS obtained used three principle components; followed by the predicted SFRS obtained using linear regression.


